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The news from Ireland reached London just at the time when
the Grand Remonstrance was under discussion. The knowledge
that an army must be created to suppress the Irish rebellion
introduced a fresh factor into the situation. Pym held that it
would have been madness to entrust the command of this force
to royal nominees. He therefore succeeded in carrying through
the commons Instructions to be sent to the committee attending
the king in Scotland. These instructions stated that there was
just cause to believe that the Irish rebellion was the effect of evil
counsellors, and that so long as they continued in office any
financial grants for the suppression of the Irish rebels would be
applied to fomenting that rebellion or encouraging similar at-
tempts by papists in England* If, therefore, the king refused to
employ such ministers as enjoyed the confidence of parliament,
*we shall be forced in discharge of the trust which we owe? to the state
and to those whom we represent to resolve upon some such way of
defending Ireland from th« rebds as may concur with scouring of
ourselves from such mischievous counsels ami designs as have lately
been and still are in practice and agitation against us . , . and to
commend those aids and contributions which this great necessity
shall require to the custody and disposing of such persons of honour
and fidelity as we have cause to confide in.'1
This, says Dr. Gardiner, 'was the signal for the final conversion
of the episcopalian party into a royalist party.** The Irish
rebellion had, therefore, brought civil war in England much
nearer* Moreover, since Pym\s position in parliament was now
precarious, he felt it necessary to issue sin appeal to the people.
Accordingly the remonstrance which had been talked of since
the early days of the Long Parliament was at last; produced
on the very day that the instructions to the Scottish committee
were carried3
Probably the remonstrance did not begin to take definite
form until after 3 August, when a committee of eight, of whom
the most important were Pym and Henry Vane, was appointed.
Qjaitc likely, however, different parts of it were the work of
different hands, for it is disjointed and contains repetitions. It
opens with an enumeration of grievances, in 119 clauses, which
suggests that it had been designed originally us a statement of
misgovernmcnt Some of these clauses, at least, may be the
work of the original committee of twenty-four appointed on xo
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